How does a new employee or faculty member get a university computer?

Tell Me

1. It varies; here are some guidelines:
2. New staff:
   a. If new employee is replacing someone, computer is typically passed down; OneIT will re-image the computer prior to it being given to new employees to make sure computer is clean and has the latest software on it.
   b. Departments may also choose to purchase a new computer with department funds.
      i. It may take several weeks for the new computer to arrive so departments should plan accordingly
3. New faculty:
   a. New faculty are usually given an onboarding package that is paid for by the department

Related FAQs

- What is the standard life cycle for university computer devices?
- How often do University computers get replaced for faculty and staff members?
- How does a new employee or faculty member get a university computer?
- Do students, faculty and staff get a discount on personal computer purchases?
- I just got a new computer, how do I get access to files on my old computer?